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CASE STUDIES IN INTERNAL C O N T R O L
FOREWORD
T h e  summary of the meaning of generally 
accepted auditing standards, adopted by the membership of the 
American Institute of Accountants at its annual meeting in 1948, 
includes under “Standards of Field Work” the following statement:
“ There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal 
control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the 
resultant extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are to be 
restricted.”
In recognition of the importance of this phase of the independent 
public accountant’s examination of financial statements, the com­
mittee on auditing procedure studied at considerable length the 
function of internal control in assuring reliable statements and, 
in 1949, issued a special report, Internal Control, discussing the 
broader aspects of the subject. In that report, internal control was 
described as “ the plan of organization and all of the coordinate 
methods and measures adopted within a business to safeguard its 
assets, check the accuracy and reliability of its accounting data, 
promote operational efficiency, and encourage adherence to pre­
scribed managerial policies.” The purposes of the public ac­
countant’s review of internal control were stated to be twofold: 
“first, it enables him to formulate an opinion as to the reliance he 
may place on the system to the end that, by adjusting his audit 
procedures accordingly, he may express an opinion as to the fairness 
of management’s financial statements; and secondly, where the 
review indicates apparent weaknesses, recommendations for possible 
corrective measures may be conveyed to management.”
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As a continuation of its study of the subject, the committee has 
directed its attention to the development of practicable methods for 
reviewing and evaluating internal control. It believes the most 
satisfactory method of dealing with this question is through case 
studies illustrating the procedures adopted and applied to review 
internal control in actual examinations. Accordingly, a special 
series of three case studies has been prepared describing the pro­
cedures actually employed by practitioners to review internal 
control. The accompanying case study is one of this series.
While this case study has been reviewed by members of the 
committee on auditing procedure, it is not intended as a repre­
sentation of the views of the committee. Like audit programs in 
general, the review of internal control must be planned by the 
individual accountant to fit the circumstances of each engagement. 
Thus, although an internal control questionnaire is included in this 
study, it would not necessarily be applicable in other examinations.
It is believed, however, that this case study material will be 
suggestive of procedures which may be employed by members of 
the profession in planning the review of internal control in actual 
practice. Likewise, it is believed that these case studies, used in 
conjunction with the special report, Internal Control, will serve a 
useful purpose in the various colleges and universities throughout 
the country which offer advanced instruction in accounting and 
auditing subjects.
Committee on Auditing Procedure
April, 1950
CASE STUDIES IN INTERNAL C ON TRO L
No. 1: THE TEXTILE COMPANY
INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive and systematical survey of an existing system of 
internal checks and balances is a prerequisite to the proper evalua­
tion of such system. Consequently, in practically all cases a tangible 
presentation of the facts of internal control must be set forth for 
contemplative review and study. Our firm uses three basic methods, 
either separately or in combinative form, in presenting the elements 
of internal control for review and study. They are:
(1) A brief narrative description of the system of internal control in use.
(2) A series of procedural flow charts covering the various sections of
the business.
(3) A printed questionnaire embodying a number of questions on the
various phases of the operations of a business, which is completed 
by the staff accountant assigned to the engagement.
The brief narrative, descriptive method is used for the small-sized 
business whose internal control is admittedly limited or weak. 
Under such circumstances the use of either of the other methods 
would tend to complicate, rather than clarify, the determination of 
the effectiveness of control.
Procedural flow charts could be used in most circumstances and 
are particularly valuable if a revision of the accounting system is 
contemplated. However, our experience has indicated that this 
method has the following disadvantages:
(a) Due to the lack of adequate training in the preparation of charts,
some accountants cannot produce neat and intelligible flow charts 
in a reasonable length of time.
(b) Minor changes in the client’s system oftentimes occasion a complete
redrafting of certain of the flow charts.
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The printed questionnaire is adaptable to practically all engage­
ments, requires only a reasonable amount of time for completion, 
and is flexible enough to reflect most changes in a client’s accounting 
system. Properly drafted, it also lends itself to rapid evaluation of 
the control features of the system. The disadvantages of this 
method of presentation are that occasionally the staff accountant 
answers the questions “yes” or “no” without real knowledge of the 
actual situation or confines his review solely to the predetermined 
items.
The printed questionnaire which has been adopted by our firm 
for use in the usual commercial engagement was developed with the 
objective in mind of securing the maximum advantages of a ques­
tionnaire while avoiding its inherent weaknesses. The questions 
contained therein are framed so that positive answers will indicate 
good internal control, and negative answers, poor internal control. 
This feature is of substantial assistance in the evaluation of internal 
control. In addition to answering the questions “yes” or “no” the 
staff accountant is required to indicate that he verified the correct­
ness of the answers by observation or test. The review of the system 
of internal control is not limited in scope to the subject matter of 
the questions appearing on the questionnaire but amplifications or 
modifications are required wherever necessary. With respect to 
clients engaging in specialized forms of business such as banks, insur­
ance companies, brokerage firms, etc., or employing only a small 
number of persons in the accounting work, the questionnaire usually 
is either entirely inappropriate or usable only in a small part. 
Special questionnaires have been developed for use in specialized 
businesses. Instructions for the use of the questionnaire are fur­
nished to each member of our staff and specific instructions are given 
at intervals in the use of the various forms of questionnaires.
The study of internal control presented hereafter covers our in­
vestigation and review of the client’s operations as in a first engage­
ment. Provision is made in the instructions and questionnaire for 
procedures to be followed in subsequent examinations.
DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
The principal activity of the company selected for the study is 
that of wholesaling textiles, and its annual net sales are between 
$15,000,000 and $20,000,000. The personnel of the company num­
bers approximately 600. The textiles are of two types, for which 
separate departments are maintained. These types are woven tex­
tiles and printed textiles, the latter group being less expensive than
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the former. Generally, the woven textiles are purchased in a fin­
ished state. The company, acting as a converter for its printed 
textiles, purchases raw goods and sends them to outside fabricators 
for dyeing, printing, and other processing. The woven goods are 
kept in a company warehouse from which sales orders are filled, 
whereas the printed goods are kept in a warehouse owned and oper­
ated by the principal printer. Sales orders for printed goods are 
filled by direct shipment from the latter warehouse. Both types of 
textiles enjoy national distribution. The thousands of customers, in 
the main, are retailers of textiles who buy in small quantities, giving 
rise to a large volume of transactions.
PLANNING THE INTERNAL CONTROL REVIEW
The review of the company’s system of internal control was begun 
by the senior in charge of the examination several months prior to 
the examination date by insertion of the answers to the specific ques­
tions of the questionnaire after interrogation of company personnel 
and general observations. At the same time, an investigation of all 
material phases of the accounting system and procedures was made 
and an organization chart was prepared showing the major operating 
departments of the company. Later, in the course of the audit, 
each staff man working on a particular phase of the examination 
completed the questionnaire by indicating, as a result of his observa­
tions or test-checks, whether the procedures indicated by the answers 
were actually being carried out. When weaknesses in the company’s 
system of internal control were disclosed by our review, considera­
tion was given to the extension or intensification of the usual audit 
procedures which would have been followed in cases of better internal 
control.
There is presented hereafter the actual material used in the in­
vestigation of the internal control of the company; consisting of an 
organization chart, a copy of the instructions for the use of the 
printed questionnaire, the completed questionnaire, and the letter 
and memorandum to the client. For the purposes of this case study, 
statements of significant audit procedures followed when the ques­
tionnaire disclosed weaknesses in the company’s system of internal 
control have been inserted after each section of the questionnaire. 
They do not constitute a part of the questionnaire. The auditor’s 
answers to the questions, and his explanations and comments, are 
indicated by italics to distinguish such handwritten matter from 
the printed matter on the questionnaire. Modifications of the ques­
tionnaire are indicated by brackets.
ORGANIZATION CHART
10
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1
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. This internal control questionnaire has been designed to assist members of the
staff in the determination of the adequacy or inadequacy of the client’s 
system of internal check and control. It does not purport to be complete 
as regards all engagements and is not intended to preclude the insertion of 
additional questions which, in the opinion of the user, may be pertinent in 
considering the methods of internal control employed by a particular client.
2. The questionnaire is to be used for all clients, subject to the modifications set
forth in the succeeding paragraph. If the related examination covers the 
accounts of a group of companies, a questionnaire should be completed for 
each company in the group. Similarly, if the client maintains branch plants 
and/or offices, a questionnaire should be developed for the head office, as 
well as for each branch plant or office, to the extent to which the decentraliza­
tion of the accounting or other office routine renders such questionnaire ap­
plicable. For example, where a branch office has no general books of account 
but carries and records certain cash transactions and maintains a local pay­
roll, only those sections of the questionnaire dealing with such matters should 
be used.
3. In the case of clients who employ only a small number of persons, or who are
engaged in certain special activities, such as brokerage firms, banks, insurance 
and investment companies, etc., it may be found that the formal questionnaire 
is either entirely inappropriate or usable only in small part. In such instances 
it is expected that the matter of internal control will, nevertheless, have the 
full and adequate consideration of the accountant in charge, and separate 
supplemental pages have been provided for use when the regular question­
naire is not appropriate.
4. The regular pages of the questionnaire have been prepared with spaces to indi­
cate affirmative or negative answers to the majority of the questions. Each 
question should be answered, or a reason stated for there being no answer, 
e.g., “not applicable.” This latter may be abbreviated as “ N.A.” and 
should be recorded in the “Yes” column.
5. The questions have been so devised that an affirmative answer would indicate
a satisfactory degree of internal control. Negative answers should influence 
the examiner to consider whether, in order to make the questionnaire as in­
formative as possible, such negative answers should be amplified or the re­
lated question covered by a supplemental statement. For example, it may 
be that a negative answer should be coupled with a statement to the effect 
that some alternative procedure followed by the client has the same degree 
of adequate control in the circumstances.
6. The answering of the questions does not complete the investigation of the sys­
tem of internal check and control; the accountant in charge must satisfy 
himself, by observation and/or test-check, that the procedures indicated by 
the answers are being carried out in practice. Space is provided in the ques­
tionnaire under the caption “auditor’s verification” for indicating that such 
observations and tests have been made, the name of the auditor making them, 
and the date when they were made.
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7. Space is also provided at the end of each section of the questionnaire for nota­
tions as to the adequacy or inadequacy of the system as it relates to the par­
ticular section.
8. Major shortcomings in the system as revealed by our survey, before being
taken up with the client, should be discussed with the partner in charge, who 
will decide what action should be taken. Each section of the questionnaire 
should be signed by the accountant making the survey of that particular 
phase of the internal control; the questionnaire as a whole should be signed 
by the accountant in charge and, after review by the partner in charge of 
the work, should be filed with the working papers in the permanent file.
9. During subsequent examinations, the questionnaire must be reviewed and
brought up to date as follows:
a. The auditor performing each section of the examination shall take the
previously completed questionnaire and in conjunction with and as a 
part of his examination shall determine what changes, if any, have been 
made by the client in the system of internal control.
b. The changes, if few in number for a particular section, will be made by
crossing out the original answers and indicating the new answers, and 
the auditor’s verifications in red.
c. The changes, if numerous in a section, will be made by marking the origi­
nal page superseded in the comment space provided for subsequent ex­
aminations, signing and dating the page and transferring it to the in­
active permanent file, and by filling out a revised section of the ques­
tionnaire as if it were a part of an original questionnaire and filing it 
in its proper place.
d. The auditor, when he has completed the review of a section during each
examination, shall sign and date each section, and shall note in the 
comment space the results of his review, i.e., “ No change,” “ Control 
strengthened, see comments above,” “Control weakened, see comments 
on supplemental page,” etc., as may be appropriate.
e. The in-charge senior and partner shall review the entire questionnaire
at each examination date and indicate their review in the appropriate 
place on the title page.
The Textile Company 13
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
CLIENT The Textile Company
ADDRESS____________________________________
Accountant in charge Partner
Signed by: Date: Signed by: Date:
Albert Brown Feb. 23, 1949 John Smith Mar. 4 , 1949
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Answer
Auditor's verification
NA
NA
I. GENERAL Y es
1. Does the client have a chart of organiza­
tion? X_
2. Is the accounting routine set forth in ac­
counting manuals? __
3. Do we have copies of such charts and man­
uals in our permanent file for this client? X
4. Does the client have:
a. A controller? X
b. An internal auditor or audit staff? ___
5. If internal auditors are employed:
a. Do they render written reports on the
results of their examinations ?
b. Are they directly responsible to, and
do they report to, an executive offi­
cer other than the chief accounting 
officer?
Designate:
c. Have we reviewed their reports?
6. Is the general accounting department
completely separated from:
a. The purchasing department?
b. The sales department?
c. Manufacturing and/or cost depart­
ments?
d. Cash receipts and disbursements?
7. Are all employees who handle cash, securi­
ties and other valuables bonded? But 
coverage is too small.
8. Are all such employees required to take
regular vacations, their regular duties 
then being assigned to other employees ?
9. Does head office accounting control over
branch offices appear to be adequate?
10. Are expenses and costs under budgetary 
control?
II. Is insurance coverage under the super­
vision of a responsible official or em­
ployee?
12. Are journal entries approved by:
a. The controller? Only accounts re­
ceivable.
b. Other designated employee? All other 
journal entries.
No
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations Tests
X
X
AB 10/11/48
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NA
X
X_
NA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Auditor's verification
GENERAL, Continued
13. Are journal entries adequately explained
or supported by vouchers bearing ade­
quate substantiating data?
14. Are periodic financial statements prepared
for submission to the management ?
15. If so, are these sufficiently informative to
bring to light abnormal fluctuations in 
costs, revenues, inventories, etc., and 
other discrepancies?
16. a. List names of officials and employees
exercising the functions noted: 
Controller
Internal auditor (chief)
Chief accountant 
General ledger bookkeeper 
Accounts receivable bookkeeper 
Accounts payable bookkeeper 
Cashier
Department heads:
Purchasing 
Sales 
Credit 
Cost
Receiving
Shipping
Payroll
b. Are any of the above, to the best of 
your information, closely related? 
Relations exist between: Chief ac­
countant and accounts payable book­
keeper and credit executive and an ad­
justment department employee.
Answer Name 
Yes No and date
Obser­
vations Tests
X
AB 10/11/48 X
X
X
Paul Smith
none
Peter Leary
Michael Ross
John Ellis
Robert Day
Adolph Hillar
Woven Textiles Printed Textiles
Alan Kemp Charles Lyon
Joseph Shea_____ Gordon Poe
Morris Coleman
none
John Brown Fred Sart
Daniel Peterson Howard Young
Harry Molle
X
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Oct. 11, 1948 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by: -------------------------- -----------------------  --------------------------------
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Auditor's verification
II. CASH RECEIPTS
A. Mail receipts:1. Is the mail opened by someone otherthan the cashier or accounts receiv­able bookkeeper?
2. Does the mail routine prohibit the de­livery of unopened mail (other than personal mail) to employees having access to the accounting records?
3. a. Is a record of the money and checksreceived prepared by the person opening the mail?
b. If so, is this record given to some­one other than the cashier for in­dependent verification of the amount recorded?
c. Is this record compared with thecash receipts book regularly?
B. Other receipts:1. Are the receipts of currency relativelyinsignificant?
2. Are receipts recorded by cash registersor other mechanical devices?
3. If so, are the machine totals checkedindependently by the accounting de­partment?
4. Are sales or receipt books used?
5. If so:a. Are the receipts prenumbered?
b. Are the daily totals and numericalsequence checked independently by the accounting department?
c. Are unused books safeguarded?
6. If neither of the above methods are inuse, is some other adequate system of control in force? If so, explain. The only other control over these receipts is that the charge for the sales invoice can­not be suppressed without collusion. (See sales section of questionnaire, question 15.)
7. Is there an adequate safeguard againstmisappropriation of cash through the recording of fictitious discounts or allowances by the cashier?
8. Are miscellaneous receipts, such asfrom sale of scrap, salvage, etc., re-
Answer Name
Yes No and date
X  _  AB 12/20/48
____________“
__ X_ “
N A ______________
N A ______________
X    AB 12/27/48 
  X  “
NA
X ________ “
__  X_ “
X
__  X_ “
__  X _______"
X  BC 1/ 5/49
Obser­
vations Tests
 _x ___________________
_x___________________
_x _________________
  X _______
_x __________________
x
_____________________x_
X
  _x  __________
x_____________________
____________________ x_
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____ X  BC 1 /5 /49  ___  X_
N A ________________________
X ____ BC 1/12 /49  X________
_ X _ ________ “_______ X_ ___
__  X_ “_______ X _____
__  X_ “_______ X _____
__  X_ "_______ X _____
X_ _  AB 12/30/48  _____ X_
___  X_ “ _X_______
__  X_ “ X  ___
X_ _  AB 1 2 /3 1 /4 8 _____ X_
X_ _  AB 12/20/48  ___  X_
CASH RECEIPTS, Continued
8. Continuedported to the accounting department by the recipient as well as to the cashier?
9. Does the accounting department checksuch reports against the related cash book entries?
General:1. Are each day’s receipts deposited inthe bank intact and without delay?
2. Does an employee other than thecashier or accounts receivable book­keeper take the deposits to the bank?
3. Is a duplicate deposit slip checked andheld for the auditors by an em­ployee other than the employee making up the deposit?
4. Are bank debit advices (such as forN.S.F. checks) delivered directly to a responsible employee (other than the cashier) for investigation?
5. Are the duties of the cashier entirelyseparate from the recording of notes and accounts receivable? See in­sertion.
6. Does an employee, other than fromthe cashier’s department, post the general ledger?
7. Is the office routine so arranged as tomake it difficult for the cashier to obtain access to the accounts re­ceivable ledgers and monthly state­ments?
8. Are all other cash funds or securitieshandled by someone other than the cashier?
9. If he handles such funds:a. List the items hereunder:Petty cash fund—$2,000 Currency receipts from cash salesb. Are such items counted by usduring our examination?
10. Where branch offices make collections,are such collections deposited in a bank account subject to withdrawal only by the head office?
Answer Name 
Yes No and date
Auditor's verification
7
Obser­
 vations Tests
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CASH RECEIPTS, Continued
11. Are rents, dividends, interest, andsimilar revenues adequately con­trolled in such manner that their non-receipt would be noted and in­vestigated? Relatively insignificant.
12. Is the cashier responsible for the cashreceipts from the time they are re­ceived in his department until they are sent to the bank?
13. Are proper physical safeguards andfacilities employed to protect cash and cash transactions?
Insertion:
C 5. He is the custodian of notes receivable and prepares journal and discount entries pertaining thereto.
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Inadequate in that:1. No mail list of remittances is prepared by the mail openers. The checks re­ceived are forwarded directly to the cashier who assigns men in his depart­ment to the preparation of the bank deposit slip and of remittance slips for the accounts receivable department. Where the mail openers recognize the remittance as one not pertaining to accounts receivable (refunds of ex­penses, debit balances on accounts payable, etc.), the check is sent directly to the accounting department which makes entry thereof.2. Receipts from cash sales are not controlled by prenumbered receipt books.This deficiency is partially offset by the fact that the sales system is so devised as to make suppression of sales invoices very difficult by reason that the shipping department will not ship merchandise without an invoice. Such invoices are then independently controlled by the billing department and accounts receivable department so as to assure a proper charge for the sale.3. The accounting department is the first recipient of bank debit advices andmakes the entries relating thereto without first investigating. They are then given to the cashier who prepares the entry for the accounts receivable department regarding the advice.4. The cashier is physically located alongside the accounts receivable departmentand has access to the accounts receivable ledger cards and statements.5. The cashier receives currency from cash sales and is the custodian of pettycash funds; currency receipts, however, are relatively insignificant and petty cash reimbursements (including any checks cashed) are made to the cashier by the chief accountant who examines any checks cashed by the cashier.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 1 5 , 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent examination by:
18 Case Studies in Internal Control
__ X  AB 12/20/48 X  __
X _ ________ “_______ X _____
X  “ X
Answer Name
Yes No and date
Auditor's verification
Obser­
vations Tests
The Textile Company 19
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Auditor’s verification
III. CASH DISBURSEMENTS
1.
2.
Are all disbursements, except from petty cash, made by check ? Payroll is paid by cash.
Are all checks prenumbered?
3. Are voided checks held available for subse­quent inspection and properly muti­lated?
4. Are checks required to be countersigned?
5. a. Is the signing of checks in advance prohibited?
b. Is the countersigning of checks in ad­vance prohibited?
6. Are authorized signatures limited to offi­cers or employees who have no access to accounting records or to cash?
7. Is the practice of drawing checks to “cash” or “bearer” prohibited?
8. If not, are checks so drawn limited to pay­rolls and/or petty cash reimbursement? See insertion.
9. Are monthly bank statements and paid checks received directly by the account­ing department?
10. Are the bank accounts independently re­conciled by an employee other than those who keep the cash records?
11. Is the sequence of check numbers ac­counted for when reconciling the bank accounts?
12. Is the practice of examining paid checks for date, name, cancellation, and endorse­ment followed by the employee reconcil­ing the bank accounts? See insertion.
13.
14.
Are vouchers or other supporting docu­ments presented together with the checks submitted for signature?
Do the signers make adequate investiga­tion before signing checks? See inser­tion.
15. Assuming a check-signing machine to be in use, are the machine and signature plates kept under effective control? Key in sole possession of treasurer.
16. Are checks mailed out without allowing them to return to the employee who drew the checks or to the accounts pay­able bookkeeper?
Answer Name
Yes No and date
Obser­
vations Tests
X  BC 1/13/49 x  X _ ________________ “ ____________________X_
X _ ________________ “ ____________________ X_
_____ X_ “ _______________X ___________
X _ ________________ “ ____________________ X_
NA ______________________________________________
X _____________________" ____________________ x_
_  X  “____________________ x_
x _ ________________ " ____________________ x_
________________ “  _x ___________
__x_ " _________________ X____
x _ ________________ “  X ___________
_____  X_ “  _x ___________
_____ X AB 1/15/49 _X __________
_____ X_ “  _X__________
X _____________________“  _X___________
X  “  X
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Auditor’s verification
Answer
III. CASH DISBURSEMENTS, Continued Yes No
17. Are the vouchers or other supporting docu­ments impressed with a paid stamp or other mark so as to prevent their use for duplicate payment? __  X_
18. Are transfers from one bank to anotherunder effective accounting control? __  X_
Insertions:
8. Payroll, because of use of armored car service for delivery of currency.12. Not date or endorsement.14. Treasurer examines explanations shown on check stub and occasionally tests all 
documents.
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Control is  inadequate in the following respects:1. The accounting department draws all checks, makes all entries therefor and
makes all reconciliations of bank accounts.2. The treasurer alone signs checks without examining the vouchers and docu­ments pertaining thereto. He relies on the information shown on the check stub, and his close contact with the purchasing department. He test-checks to invoices and all documents occasionally.3. The checks are mailed by the accounting department which draws them.4. A voucher stamp is imprinted upon a copy of the remittance advice, but nostamp is made on the invoice itself.5. The accounting department prepares vouchers for transfer of funds checks.Authorization is not first given by a major officer.
Name 
and date
AB 1/15/49  ___  X_
BC 1/13/49 X
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: 
Reviewed in subsequent examination by:
Albert Brown Jan. 1 5 , 1949
Obser­
vations Tests
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Auditor's verification
IV. PETTY CASH FUNDS F U N D  NO. 1
1. Is imprest fund system in use?
2. Is the responsibility for each fund vested inone person only?
3. Is the custodian independent of the cashieror other employees handling remittances from customers and other cash receipts?
4. Is the amount of the fund restricted so asto require reimbursement at relatively short intervals?
5. a. Has a maximum figure for individualpayments from the fund been estab­lished?
b. If so, state maximum figure. $ NA
6. Are payees required to sign vouchers forall disbursements?
7. Are advances made to employees andI.O.U.’s properly approved?
8. a. Is the cashing of personal checks pro­hibited?
b. If not, are such checks recashed at bank or included as vouchers sup­porting request for reimbursement? State procedure. Latter.
9. a. Are vouchers and supporting docu­ments checked at the time of reim­bursement by a responsible em­ployee?
b. Does that employee verify the unex­pended balance of the fund?
10. Are the amounts of the vouchers spelledout in words as well as written in nu­merals?
11. Are vouchers marked so as to precludetheir re-use?
12. a. Is any part of the fund represented bycash in bank? 
b. Are checks drawn on this account signed by the custodian only?
13. Are checks for reimbursement made out tothe order of the custodian?
14. Is the fund checked by surprise countsmade by an internal auditor or other employee independent of the custodian?
Answer Name
Yes No and date
X  ”  AB 12/31/48 
X __________ “
_ _  X  “
X_ _  AB 1/15/49  
__  X_ “
X__________ “
X__________ “
__ X “
X __________ “
__ X “
__  X “
__  X “
__  X “
NA  _  ___________
X _ ________“
______ X ________________“
Obser­
vations)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Tests
 x _
X
X
JL
x_
x_
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INTERNAL CO NTRO L QUESTIONNAIRE 
12
IV. PETTY CASH FUNDS, Continued FUND No. 1, Continued
15. Describe the operation of the fund if the 
same is in part represented by bank ac­
count. (e.g., If an imprest fund, are all 
reimbursements deposited in the bank 
and a small working cash balance re­
plenished therefrom, or does the custo­
dian transfer amounts from cash to bank 
and vice versa in his discretion ?) NA
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
There are two petty cash funds, one of which is in the custody of the chief accountant 
(fund No. 1) and the other in the control of the cashier (fund No. 2). Comments 
regarding both funds are shown under Fund No. 2.
Name Date
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 15,1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
Comment
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
11
Auditor's verification
IV. PETTY CASH FUNDS F U N D  NO. 2 
1. Is imprest fund system in use?
2. Is the responsibility for each fund vestedin one person only?
3. Is the custodian independent of the cashieror other employees handling remittances from customers and other cash receipts ?
4. Is the amount of the fund restricted so asto require reimbursement at relatively short intervals?
5. a. Has a maximum figure for individualpayments from the fund been estab­lished ?
b. If so, state maximum figure. $ NA
6. Are payees required to sign vouchers for alldisbursements?
7. Are advances made to employees andI.O.U.’s properly approved?
8. a. Is the cashing of personal checks pro­hibited?
b. If not, are such checks recashed at bank or included as vouchers sup­porting request for reimbursement? State procedure. Latter.
9. a. Are vouchers and supporting docu­ments checked at the time of reim­bursement by a responsible em­ployee?
b. Does that employee verify the un­expended balance of the fund?
10. Are the amounts of the vouchers spelledout in words as well as written in nu­merals?
11. Are vouchers marked so as to precludetheir re-use?
12. a. Is any part of the fund represented bycash in bank? 
b. Are checks drawn on this account signed by the custodian only?
13. Are checks for reimbursement made out tothe order of the custodian ?
14. Is the fund checked by surprise countsmade by an internal auditor or other employee independent of the custodian?
Answer Name
Yes No and date
X    BC 12/31/48
X _ ________ “
__ _X_ “
X_ _  AB 1/14/49
__ _X_ “
X__________ “
N A ______________
__ _X_ “
X_ _  “
__ _X  “
_  X  “
______ ___X_ “
______ __X_ “
N A ______________
______ __X_ “
___ _X  “
Obser­
vations
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Tests
 x  
_X
X
x_
x_
x_
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INTERNAL CO N TRO L QUESTIONNAIRE
12
IV. PETTY CASH FUNDS, Continued FUND No. 2, Continued
15. Describe the operation of the fund if the 
same is in part represented by bank ac­
count. (e.g., If an imprest fund, are all 
reimbursements deposited in the bank 
and a small working cash balance re­
plenished therefrom, or does the custo­
dian transfer amounts from cash to bank 
and vice versa in his discretion?) NA
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
The system is fairly adequate with the following exceptions which include deviations 
from prescribed routine:
Although the responsibility for each fund is vested in the chief accountant and 
cashier, respectively, other persons have custody of the same funds when the cus­
todians are out to lunch or away from their desks. The company's procedure 
requires authorization by the controller of every voucher before payment. In our 
tests, however, it was noted that several vouchers were paid from both funds with­
out such authorization. Both custodians have access to cash receipts. Reimburse­
ment to the cashier, however, for petty cash funds disbursed and checks cashed 
are made by the chief accountant after examining the vouchers and checks requiring 
reimbursement. Vouchers are not marked so as to preclude their re-use.
Name Date
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 15, 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
Comment
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO CASH IN BANKS AND ON HAND
Cash in banks was reconciled at September 30, 1948 (a surprise 
date), in addition to December 31, 1948, and January 10, 1949. 
Receipts and disbursements were examined for the two monthly 
periods and for the cut-off period. The January 10, 1949, state­
ments were secured directly from the banks. Receipts from custom­
ers for a five-day period (volume of receipts from customers ap­
proximates 800 items a day) were checked to the accounts receiv­
able cards, footed, and traced to the bank as deposits. Cash dis­
counts, relative to these receipts, were sight-checked. The cash 
sales account was analyzed.
All cash disbursements were checked to original documents for a 
one-month period. Bank debit memos regarding customers’ ac­
counts were checked to the customers’ ledgers for the same period.
Petty cash vouchers were examined for a one-month period and 
such vouchers not bearing the approval of the controller, as required 
by company policy, were reviewed with him and his approval ob­
tained. Particular attention was given to the vouchers supporting 
checks cashed out of the petty cash funds to verify the fact that such 
checks were cashed only for company personnel.
26 Case Studies in Internal Control
V. MARKETABLE AND OTHER SECURITY 
INVESTMENTS
1. Are securities kept in a safe deposit vaultin the name of the company?
2. If so:a. Does access thereto require the signa­tures or presence of two designated persons?
b. Is a record maintained by the client ofvisits to safe deposit vault?
3. If not:a. Are they kept in safekeeping by an in­dependent person?
b. Are they kept in a safe place undercontrol of an officer?
4. Is a record kept by the accounting or thefinancial department of each security, including certificate numbers?
5. Are all securities, except “bearer” bonds,in the name of the client?
6. Are securities periodically inspected andagreed with the record by internal audi­tors or other designated officers or em­ployees?
7. Are purchases and sales of securitiesauthorized by :a. The board of directors?
b. An officer?
c. The financial department?
8. Are securities, held for others or as collat­eral, recorded and safeguarded in similar manner to those owned by the client?
9. Are security investments which have beenwritten off or fully reserved against fol­lowed up as to possible realization?
10. Are satisfactory records kept to insure the proper and prompt receipt of income on securities owned?
INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
13
Answer 
Yes No
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Not applicable as there were no securities on hand at the end of the year or during the period under review. Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 2 ,  1949 
Reviewed in subsequent examination by:
Auditor’s verification
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations Tests
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
14
Answer
Auditor's verification
VI. NOTES AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
1. Are notes and renewals authorized by aresponsible official?
2. Is the custodian of notes receivable and thenegotiable collateral (if any) indepen­dent of the cashier or bookkeepers? Cashier is the custodian.
3. Are the customers’ ledgers kept by em­ployees who have no access to cash re­ceipts?
4. Are the customers’ ledgers balanced atleast monthly and the totals agreed with the general ledger control account?
5. a. Are statements of open items mailed tocustomers monthly?
b. If so, is this done by an employee whohas no access to cash and is inde­pendent of the accounts receivable bookkeepers and the billing clerks?
c. Does this employee retain control ofthe statements until mailed?
d. Are differences reported by customersrouted to this same employee for in­vestigation?
6. Are delinquent accounts listed periodicallyfor review by an official other than the credit manager?
7. Are write-offs of bad debts approved by anofficial other than the credit manager?
8. Are bad debts written off still kept undercontrol and followed up? Explain. See insertion.
9. Are credit memos approved by a respon­sible official?
10. Are such credit memos under numericalcontrol?
11. Are discounts allowed after the discountdate or in excess of normal credit terms approved by a responsible official?
12. Are credits for returned goods checkedagainst receiving reports? Made up from receiving reports.
13. Are direct confirmations of notes and ac­counts receivable obtained periodically:a. By internal auditors?
b. By other designated employees?
Name 
and date
CD 12/22/48
Obser­
vations
x
" X
AB 1/5 /49
" X
" X
" X
" X
X
"
"
CD 1/10/49 X
" X
"
"
" X" X
x _
x_
x_
X
Yes No
X ____
__  X_
X ____
X ____
x_ _
X ____
_x_
_x_
_x_
X ____
_ x_
_x_
_x_
_x_
X ____
_x__x_
Tests
X
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
15
VI. NOTES AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, Continued
14. Is the management of the credit depart­ment entirely divorced from the sales department?
15. Is the cashier denied access to the accountsreceivable ledgers?
16. a. Is merchandise out on consignment re­corded in a memorandum accounts receivable ledger? 
b. If consigned merchandise is a material and/or continuing factor, outline the client’s procedures in this re­spect on a separate page, with a cross reference hereto. NA17. Are journal entries affecting accounts re­ceivable approved by someone senior to the bookkeeper?
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 1 5 , 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent examination by:
 
Auditor’s verification
Insertion:
8. The customers' ledger cards are kept by the credit department which keeps no listing or other control of the cards. The accounts are put into the hands of a collection agency.
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Comments on adequacy of internal control are on following page.
Answer Name
Yes No and date
  X ____AB 1/5 /49
  x   
  NA
 
 
 
x _________________________ “
Obser­
vations
X
X
 Tests
x_
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INTERNAL CO NTRO L QUESTIONNAIRE 
33
SUPPLEMENTAL PAGE
These supplemental pages are for use in amplifying the regular questions and for 
explanations required as a result of negative or “not applicable” answers; also 
to cover unusual situations and special types of businesses not found to be prop­
erly served by the formal questionnaire as well as for use where internal control 
is found to be almost or entirely nonexistent.)
SUBJECT; Notes and Accounts Receivable_____
Questionnaire Page 14-15, item______
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Internal control is poor in that:
1. The most serious deficiency is that the cashier is not entirely separated from
and independent of the accounts receivable department. The cashier is 
custodian of notes (notes are, however, relatively insignificant) and prepares 
journal entries relative thereto. He has access to accounts receivable records 
and is physically located alongside the accounts receivable department.
2. Control is not maintained over customers' statements after they reach the
credit department and before mailing. However, at this point, the state­
ments are not in alphabetical or other order so that it would be difficult for 
one to locate a statement that he would wish to extract.
3. Credit memos are originated by the adjustment department, which has no
access to cash or accounts receivable records, on the basis of receiving reports. 
Each member of the adjustment department signs credit memos and no 
approval by a responsible official is required. Salesmen, on the road, occa­
sionally tell customers to hold goods which they are about to return, for direct 
reshipment to other customers. Credit memos are issued to these customers 
on the advices of the salesmen, without any written record establishing 
accountability for the goods while being thus held.
4. However, accounts receivable supervisors, who actually perform internal audit
duties, and the credit department constantly review the accounts receivable 
cards. Disputed items are handled by the accounts receivable supervisors 
who perform none of the functions of recording of accounts receivable. Also, 
statements of delinquent accounts are used for collection purposes by the 
credit department which corresponds directly with the customers so that dis­
crepancies in such accounts are reported directly to the credit department.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 15, 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by
30 Case Studies in Internal Control
SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO NOTES AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Accounts receivable were confirmed on a test basis at a surprise 
date, October 31, 1948. Accounts, approximately 3,000 in number, 
comprising 25 per cent of the total dollar value of the receivables 
were circularized. All accounts with balances of $100 or more were 
aged, and the results of the ageing reviewed with the credit manager. 
Tests were made of the open items in the accounts by examining 
original documents or advices in support of each such entry on the 
selected cards. Customers’ correspondence files and credit depart­
ment correspondence files were scrutinized, where the transactions 
on the cards indicated old items or unusual items. Collection files 
and correspondence were examined to insure that bad debt recoveries 
on accounts previously written off had been duly recorded. Credit 
memoranda were test-checked against the accounts receivable cards 
and against receiving reports. Cash and discount credits were test- 
checked as described in the preceding section relating to cash audit 
procedures. Sales invoices were also checked to the accounts re­
ceivable records for a five-day test period. Journal entries involv­
ing substantial amounts were investigated. Collections made during 
January, 1949, on large and past-due accounts were noted. Ac­
counts written off as bad during the year were reviewed with the 
treasurer as the credit manager had originally approved the write-off.
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
16
Auditor's verification
VII. INVENTORIES W OVEN GOODS 
A. Physical control:
1. Are designated stores keepers held re­sponsible for the control of:a. Raw materials?
b. Semi-finished merchandise?
c. Finished merchandise?
d. Supplies and repair parts?
2. Do the stores keepers notify the ac­counting department of all receipts by means of receiving or produc­tion reports?
3. Are issues made only against signedrequisitions or shipping orders?
4. Are the quantities on hand counted:a. At the end of the fiscal year?
b. Periodically during the year?
5. Are such counts made independent ofthe stores keepers?
6. Are the following classes of invento­ries under effective accounting con­trol:a. Goods out on consignment?
b. Materials in hands of processors suppliers, etc.?
c. Materials or merchandise in bonded or other outside ware­houses?
7. Is merchandise on hand which is not the property of the client (consign­ments-in, etc.) physically segre­gated and under effective account­ing control?
8. With respect to the determination of inventory values:a. Are priced inventory sheets double-checked as to prices, ex­tensions, footings, and sum­marizations?
b. Is a review made by a responsible official or designated employee as to overstock and as to slow- moving or obsolete items?
9. Is a reasonable degree of control main­tained over stationery and other supplies which are charged directly against operations?
Answer 
Yes No
NA
NA
X_
NA
X_
X_
X_
X
NA
X
NA
X
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations
CD 1 /5/49 X
CD 1/18/49
X
X
X
X
X  CD 1/3/49 X
CD 1/18/49
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x_
Tests
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
17
Auditor's verification
VII INVENTORIES, Continued WOVEN GOODS, Continued
[seconds, etc.] under such accounting 
control as should assure the proper recording of the sale or re-use of such items?
11. Are there adequate safeguards to in­sure that the costs of partial ship­ments billed to customers are elim­inated from inventories?
B. Perpetual inventory records:1. Are perpentual inventory recordsmaintained for:a. Raw materials?
b. Supplies and repair parts?
c. Work in process?
d. Finished product?
N o t e : If no perpetual records are maintained, the following questions (2 to 8 inclusive) should be answered “N.A.” (not applicable).2. Do such perpetual records show:a. Quantities only?
b. Quantities and values?
3. Are such perpetual records kept byemployees other than the stores keepers?
4. Are such records controlled by ac­counts in the general ledger?
5. Are perpetual records checked byphysical stocktaking at least once annually?
6. Are the perpetual records regularlyadjusted as a result of the physical stocktaking?
7. Do such adjustments require the ap­proval of a responsible official or employee?
8. Comment upon the effectiveness andreliability of the perpetual inven­tory, using a supplemental page if necessary, which should be cross- indexed hereto. (e.g., Are the dif­ferences disclosed by the physical counts material in value, do they constantly represent shortages, etc. ?)
Answer 
Yes No
Name 
and date
X CD 1/18/49
Obser­
vations
X
X
NA
NA
NA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
The records are adequate with only minor shortages and overages occurring.
 Tests
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INTERNAL CO N TRO L QUESTIONNAIRE
18
VII. INVENTORIES, Continued WOVEN GOODS, Continued
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Control is adequate. Although the stores keepers make the physical counts, some of 
the teams assisting in the counts consist of cutters, and receiving clerks. Prices, 
extensions, and footings are not double-checked but the I.B.M. listings of inventories 
are generally scrutinized by a responsible official for errors of this nature. Stationery 
and seconds, etc., materials are not controlled. These items, however, are compara­
tively small in value.
Name
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown 
Reviewed in subsequent  
examination by:  
Date 
Jan. 19, 1949
Comment
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
16
VII. INVENTORIES P R IN T E D  GOODS (In custody of outside warehouser, see note)
A. Physical control: (By warehouser)
1. Are designated stores keepers held re­sponsible for the control of:a. Raw materials?
b. Semi-finished merchandise?
c. Finished merchandise?
d. Supplies and repair parts?
2. Do the stores keepers notify theaccounting department [company] of all receipts by means of receiving or production reports?
3. Are issues made only against signedrequisitions or shipping orders?
Issued directly to customers at com­pany's instruction.
4. Are the quantities on hand counted:a. At the end of the fiscal year?
b. Periodically during the year?
5. Are such counts made independent ofthe stores keepers?
6. Are the following classes of invento­ries under effective accounting con­trol:a. Goods out on consignment?
b. Materials in hands of processors,suppliers, etc.?
c. Materials or merchandise inbonded or other outside ware­houses?
7. Is merchandise on hand which is notthe property of the client (consign­ments-in, etc.) physically segre­gated and under effective account­ing control?
8. With respect to the determination ofinventory values:a. Are priced inventory sheetsdouble-checked as to prices, ex­tensions, footings, and sum­marizations?
b. Is a review made by a responsibleofficial or designated employee as to overstock and as to slow- moving or obsolete items?
X AB 1 /3 /49  X
X X
X  X
N A ________________________
 
X _________________________ “ ________________________ X _
x_  "
X “ X  
_____ X  _______________X ___________
_____ _X  “ _______________ x _ _ _____
N A ________________________
_ X _________________ “ _______________X __________
N A ___________________ ____
NA _ ____________________
___  X_ AB 1/14/49 X _______
X _ ________________________ “ _____________________ X _
Answer Name
Yes No and date
Auditor's verification
Obser­
vations Tests
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
17
VII. INVENTORIES, Continued PRINTED GOODS, Continued
9. Is a reasonable degree of control main­tained over stationery and other supplies which are charged directly against operations?
10. Are scrap and salvaged materialsunder such accounting control as should assure the proper recording of the sale or re-use of such items?
11. Are there adequate safeguards to in­sure that the costs of partial ship­ments billed to customers are elim­inated from inventories?
Auditor's verification
Answer 
Yes No
NA
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations
b.
c.
X
AB 1/14/49 X
X
B. Perpetual inventory records:1. Are perpetual inventory records main­tained [by both the company and the outside warehouse] for: a. Raw materials? X
Supplies and repair parts?
Work in process? 
d. Finished product?
N o te: If no perpetual records are maintained, the following questions (2 to 8 inclusive) should be answered 
“N .A .” (not applicable).2. Do such perpetual records show:a. Quantities only?
b. Quantities and values?
3. Are such perpetual records kept byemployees other than the stores keepers?
4. Are such records controlled by ac­counts in the general ledger?
5. Are perpetual records checked byphysical stocktaking at least once annually?
6. Are the perpetual records regularlyadjusted as a result of the physical stocktaking?
7. Do such adjustments require the ap­proval of a responsible official or employee?
8. Comment upon the effectiveness andreliability of the perpetual inven­tory, using a supplemental page if necessary, which should be cross- indexed hereto, (e.g., Are the dif-
X_
X_
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
 Tests
x_
INTERNAL CO NTRO L QUESTIONNAIRE
18
VII. INVENTORIES, Continued PRINTED GOODS, Continued
8. Continued
ferences disclosed by the physical 
counts material in value; do they 
constantly represent shortages, 
etc. ?) The records are adequate with 
only minor shortages and overages 
occurring.
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Control is adequate. Perpetual records of inventories at the outside warehouse are 
kept both by the company and the warehouser. Perpetual records are also main­
tained by the company for goods being finished by other printers. The warehouser 
also has good internal control over the inventories he holds for the company, with 
good subdivision of duties. Physical counts are made by stores keepers together with 
other plant employees of the warehouser. Finished goods of the client are physically 
segregated from goods belonging to others.
Note: These goods are kept in a warehouse operated by an outside printer who 
also converts the raw goods supplied to him by the company into finished goods. 
Other outside fabricators also ship such company-finished goods to this warehouse.
36 Case Studies in Internal Control
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Jan. 19,1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO INVENTORIES
Audit procedures followed were those normally used to verify 
existence and value of the inventory. They included a visit to the 
warehouse operated by the outside printer during this taking of the 
physical inventory.
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
19
Auditor’s verification
VIII. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
1. Are detailed plant ledgers or filing cardrecords maintained for the various units of property?
2. Are such records balanced a t least annuallywith the general ledger control accounts?
3. Does the client:a. Take periodic inventory of plantitems?
b. Have periodic appraisals, for insuranceor other purpose?
4. Is a satisfactory system in effect for thecontrol of small tools? Explain. The use of small tools is negligible.
5. Is a work order system in usea. For capital expenditures ?
b. For major repair jobs?
6. Is prior authorization for capital expendi­tures required:a. From the board of directors?
b. From officers? Explain.
7. When actual expenditures exceed theamount authorized, is the excess ap­proved as in Question 6 above?
8. Is there a sound policy in force for the dif­ferentiation between capital additions and maintenance and repairs? Explain. No fixed policy has been established for the differentiation between capital and ex­pense items.
9. Is the recording and the accounting forcapital replacement items so devised as to insure the proper accounting treat­ment for the removal of items replaced?
10. Is the approval of a designated official re­quired for the retirement or dismantling of plant items? Oral only.
11. Is there an effective system of retirementsto insure that property physically re­tired is removed from the records and that the proceeds from salvage and sales are accounted for?
12. Are reserves for depreciation carried byunits or groups in agreement with the classifications or grouping of depreciable plant items?
_  X_ BC 1/20/49 X ________
N A ________________________
_  X_ “________ X _____
___X_ “________ X _____
N A ________________________
NA
N A ________________________
X  “ X
_  X  “  x  __________
N A ________________________
_  X_ “__________ X
_______X_ “__________________________X_
X _ _________________ “ ________________X ___________
_  X_ “ _________________ x _  ______
X ____________  “ _____________________________x_
Answer Name
Yes No and date
Obser­
vations Tests
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VIII. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, Continued
13. When plant items are retired, is the re­lated accumulated depreciation charged to depreciation reserve, the salvage re­corded, and the resultant profit or loss determined?
14. a. Are reasonably uniform rates of de­preciation applied to the several classes of depreciable property? 
b. Are they consistent with rates used in preceding periods?
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Control is inadequate. Fixed assets consist mainly of office furniture and equipment. The warehouse uses very little machinery as the cutting is done by hand. Depart­ment heads submit their oral requisitions or informal written memos to the purchasing department which approves the request and purchases. The voucher authorizing payment for the purchase is approved by the purchasing department head and the departmental official who had requested the purchase. Retirements are orally ap­proved by the purchasing department. No control over retirements is maintained, no physical inventory, appraising or tagging of fixed assets is done. The entire fixed assets procedure is too informal.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Bruce Carson Jan. 20 , 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent   examination by :  
INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
20
Auditor s verification
Answer Name
Yes No and date
X_ _  BC 1/20/49
X_ _  “
X _ ________ "
Obser­
vations Tests
X
x_
X
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Fixed assets were analyzed in detail and all additions, retirements, 
and disposals were checked to supporting documents, etc. Substan­
tial additions were physically inspected and it was noted whether 
such were replacements of former facilities. The retirements of such 
facilities were checked for proper treatment on the books. Expense 
accounts such as repairs and maintenance, general expense, and 
moving expense were analyzed for the entire year under review 
as to items of $50 or more for possible fixed asset charges.
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INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE 
21
X . NOTES AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, LONG­
TERM DEBT, AND CAPITAL STOCK
A. Notes and accounts payable:1. Are borrowings on notes payable au­thorized by the board of directors?
2. Is a notes payable register kept by anemployee who is not authorized to sign checks or notes?
3. Are paid notes canceled and preserved ?
4. Is the voucher register, or accountspayable ledger, regularly reconciled with the general ledger control ac­count?
5. Are statements from vendors regularlycompared with the related ledger accounts (or with open items in voucher register) ?
6. Are adjustments of accounts payable(including the writing off of debit balances) required to be supported by the approval of a designated offi­cial? Very few of such adjustments are made.
B. Long-term debt:1. Are an independent trustee and an in­dependent interest-paying agent employed?
2. Are redeemed bonds and interestcoupons effectively mutilated?
C. Capital stocks:1. Does the client employ independentregistrar and transfer agent?
2. If not: a. Are unissued certificates and stockcertificate stubs in the custody of an officer?
Auditor's verification
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations
b. Are surrendered certificates effec­tively canceled?
3. Does the client employ independentdividend-paying agents ?
4. If not, is proper control exercised inpreparing and mailing dividends?
5. Are returned or unclaimed dividendchecks promptly redeposited and set up in the accounts as liabilities?
_  AB 2/1/49 X __
X _ _______________________” ____________________________X_
X _ ____________________ “ _______________________ X_
X __________  " ________________________ X__
X _ ___________________ “  ________ X_
_____  _X “ ________________________x_
___  _X  “  X_________
X_ _  AB 2/2/49  ________ X_
______ X_ “_________________ X _____________
_  X  “  X _____
X_ _  “ _______________________
_____  X_ “ _________________ X _____________
_____  X_ “ _________________ X ____________
N A ________________________________________________________
Tests
Answer 
Yes No
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IX. NO TES AND A CCO U N TS PAYABLE, LONG-TERM  DEBT 
AND CAPITAL STO CK, Continued 
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Notes and accounts payable:
Internal control is fairly adequate. Borrowings on notes payable must be author­
ized by two major officers acting jointly. The vendors' statements are reconciled 
by the same persons who keep the accounts payable records. The treasurer, 
however, reviews the accounts payable listing monthly.
Long-term liabilities and capital stock:
Internal control is inadequate. Recordings are made in the bond and stock ledgers 
and in the respective certificate books by the controller. These records, however, 
are physically located in the accounting department, thereby premitting easy 
access thereto. No control is maintained over the preparation and mailing of 
dividends. The number of bondholders and stockholders is so small and such 
relationships exist between them that it is improbable that interest or dividend 
payments could be tampered with.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Feb. 2,1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO NOTES 
AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, LONG-TERM DEBT, AND CAPITAL STOCK
In addition to our usual procedures, requests for confirmation of 
balances due at December 31, 1948, were mailed to all major sup­
pliers whose accounts were active during the year, including some 
from whom detailed statements had been received, and satisfactory 
replies were received thereto. Statements available from lesser 
creditors were compared with the company’s records.
The long-term bonds and capital stock outstanding were verified 
by a complete comparison of the certificate books with the bond and 
stock registers. Interest and dividend payments were checked in 
detail as were all principal transactions during the year.
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X. SALES
1. Are sales orders properly controlled?
2. Are all orders approved by the credit man­ager or department before shipment?
3. Is the credit department entirely inde­pendent of the sales department?
4. Are sales prices and credit terms based onapproved standard price lists?
5. If so, are any deviations from standard ap­proved:a. By an officer?
b. By another? Explain. By sales man­ager and if  the deviation becomes standard, such is noted on the credit card.
6. If not, are all sales prices and credit termsapproved by the sales manager or in the sales department?
7. Are prenumbered shipping advices pre­pared for all goods shipped?
8. Are the quantities shown on the shippingadvices double-checked in the shipping department?
9. Does the billing clerk or some other desig­nated employee receive the shipping ad­vices directly from the shipping depart­ment?
(If so, identify this employee.) Bill­ing clerk—J. Burke10. Does this employee check the numericalsequence of shipping advices to confirm that all have been duly received?
11. Are sales invoices checked:a. As to prices?
b. As to quantities?
c. As to credit terms?
d. As to extensions and footings?
e. Against customers’ orders?
f. Against shipping advices?
(Identify the department or indivi­dual responsible for the above.) Office manager12. Are sales invoices prenumbered? Con­trolled by Order No.
13 Is there a check on the arithmetical accu­racy of total sales by means of a statisti­cal or product analysis?
Auditor’s verification
Answer
YesX
x_
X
No
Name 
and date
CD 1/10/49
X
X
NA
X
X
NA
X_
X_
X_
X_
X_
X
X
Obser­
vations
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X_
XX
X
x_
x_
X
Tests
X
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Auditor’s verification
Answer Name
Yes No and dateX. SALES, Continued
14. Are total sales for the respective account­ing periods (e.g., monthly) reported di­rectly to the general ledger bookkeeper independently of the work of the ac­counts receivable bookkeepers? By the commission computation clerks.
15. Are there adequate safeguards againstunderstatement of sales through the suppression of sales invoices or shipping advices?
(Note : Questions 6, 9, and 11 above will have weight in answering this ques­tion.)
16. Are credit memos for goods returned sup­ported by adequate data from the ship­ping (or other) department as to quan­tity, description, and condition?
17. Are goods returned cleared through the re­ceiving department (i.e., the depart­ment receiving incoming raw materials and supplies)? By the receiving depart­ment at main office.
18. Are the following classes of sales accountedfor in substantially the same manner as regular credit sales of merchandise:
a. Sales to employees?
b. C.O.D. sales?
c. Sales of property and equipment?
d. Cash sales of merchandise?
e. Scrap and waste?
(If the answers are in any case in the negative, amplify by a concise de­scription of the procedures.)Sales of fixed assets are relatively small in amount.
19. Is there an adequate check on freight al­lowances:a. By reference to terms of sale?
b. By checking against freight bills orestablished and up-to-date schedule of freight rates?
c. Other? (If any, explain.) All sales aremade f.o.b., shipping point.
Tests
Obser­
vations
X_ _  CD 1 / 1 0 / 4 9 ______X_
X _ ________ “ ___
X _ ________ “____________X_
X__________ “ X ___
_ X ________ “____________x_
X_________ “____________x_
_  X_ “____________ x_
x _ ________ “____________x_
NA _____ ________________________________________________________
N A ______________________________________________________________
NA ______ _________________________________________________________
N A __________________________________________________ ___________
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X. SALES, Continued
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Control is adequate. It would be impractical for the shipping department to double 
check quantities. The amount of total daily sales is independently computed by the 
accounts receivable department and commission computation department and com­
pared. However, no one actually compares the total monthly sales as computed by 
the two departments.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Charles Doakes Jan. 10, 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
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XI. PURCHASES AND EXPENSES
1. Is there a purchasing department?
2. If so, is it entirely independent of:a. The accounting department?
b. The receiving and shipping depart­ments?
3. Are purchases made only on the basis ofpurchase requisitions signed by the re­spective department heads?
4. Are all purchases (except small items pur­chased from petty cash) routed through the purchasing department?
5. Are all purchases made by means of theclient’s purchase orders sent to the ven­dors?
6. Are the purchase order forms prenum­bered?
7. Are certain items required by the clientsubject to competitive bidding?
8. If so, does the procedure followed indicatethat such bids have been requested and the result of the review of such bids?
9. Are purchase prices approved:a. By responsible official in purchasingdepartment?
b. If not, by any other responsible offi­cial?
10. Is the quantity and condition of goods re­ceived determined at the time of receipt by someone independent of the purchas­ing department?
11. Does the receiving department:a. Get copies of the purchase orders for authority to accept materials, etc. ?
12. Are receiving reports prepared by receivingdepartment? 
a. Are such reports prenumbered?
13. Are copies of receiving reports:a. Filed permanently in the receiving de­partment?
b. Furnished to the accounting depart­ment?
c. Furnished to the purchasing depart­ment? See insertion.
14. Is the accounting department notifiedpromptly of purchased goods returned to the vendor?
Auditor's verification
Answer
Yes
X _
x_
x
No
Name 
and date
AB 2/1 /49
X
Obser­
vations
x
x
x
x
x
x
NA
X
NA
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
x_
X X
Tests
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Auditor's verification
XI. PURCHASES AND EXPENSES, Continued
15. Are purchases returned to the vendorcleared through the shipping depart­ment?
16. Are vendors’ invoices delivered in the firstinstance to the purchasing department?
17. If so, are the invoices checked in the pur­chasing department:a. Against purchase orders?
b. Against receiving reports (as toquantity and condition) ?
18. If not, are the invoices checked as above
by:a. The accounting department?
b. Others? Explain. Also, the receivingdepartment checks the invoice when it compares its copy of the invoice to the material.
19. Is there an adequate system for the record­ing and checking of partial deliveries ap­plicable to a purchase order?
20. Are invoices approved for payment by aresponsible official?
21. Is there a definite responsibility for thechecking of invoices as to:a. Prices and credit terms?
b. Extensions?
c. Freight charges or allowances?
22. Is a designated employee made responsiblefor the determination of the distribution of invoices (pursuant to an established accounting policy) to proper general ledger accounts? Responsibility desig­nated but policy not fixed.
23. Are invoices not involving materials orsupplies (e.g., fees, rentals, power and light bills, taxes, etc.) approved by de­partment heads or executives prior to payment? See comments.
24. Is there a satisfactory check to insure thatmerchandise purchased for direct deliv­ery to customers is billed to the recipi­ents? Explain. See insertion.
25. Are purchases made for employees clearedin regular manner through the receiving, purchasing, and accounting depart­ments?
Answer Name
Yes No and date
Obser­
vations Tests
____ _X_ AB 2/1 /49  X  ______
X _ _______________ “ ______________X __________
X ________________ “ _______________________X_
____ _X_ “  _X__________
________________ " _______________________X_
X _ ________________ “ __________ X_
X_ _  “ __________ X_
X_ _  “ ________________________x_
X  X
X  X
X_ _  “ ____________________x_
_  X_ “ ____________________________
X _ ___________________ “ _________________________________
X_ _  AB 2 /2 /49  _______  X_
N A _______________________
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XI. PURCHASES AND EXPENSES, Continued
26. Are the vouchers, supporting documents,and expense or other distributions re­viewed and initialed by an auditor of disbursements or other designated em­ployee before payment is authorized?
27. If the answer to Question 26 is in the nega­tive, is the accounts payable clerk or bookkeeper instructed to accept only those invoices which bear complete ap­proval (i.e., rubber stamp endorsement fully completed or equivalent) ?
28. Are all purchases (materials, merchandise,services, and expenses) routed through the accounts payable ledger or voucher record rather than directly through cash disbursements?
29. If certain expenses, etc., are entered di­rectly in the cash disbursement records, are adequate vouchers filed therefor?Explain.
30. Is the accounts payable ledger or voucherregister balanced monthly with the gen­eral ledger controlling account?
31. Are statements received from vendorsregularly checked by the accounting de­partment with the individual creditors’ accounts or against open items in the voucher register?
32. Is a postage meter used for outgoing mail?
Insertions:
13 c—Are advised of differences.
24 — The accounting department will not pass a purchase invoice stamped “direct delivery” until it receives the sales invoice pertaining thereto.Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Internal control of merchandise purchases is adequate. With regard to expense control, however, the following deficiencies were noted:1. No fixed accounting policy has been established regarding distribution of in ­voices—e.g., capital or expense item, leasehold improvements, etc.2. The company policy is that the controller approves all expense vouchers. A sub­stantial number of vouchers were noted which did not contain his approval.
Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by : Albert Brown Feb. 2, 1949
Reviewed in subsequent ________________________ ______________________examination by:
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Auditor's verification
Answer 
Yes No
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations Tests
__  X_ AB 2/2 /49  X  ___
X _ ________ “_______ ______
X_ _  “____________ X_
N A ___________________ ____
X _ ________ “__________X_
X  X
X _ ________ “_______ X_ ____
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO PURCHASES AND EXPENSES
All purchase and expense items were checked in detail for the 
month of September, 1948. Expense items not bearing the approval 
of the controller as required were reviewed with him and approved.
Certain expense accounts were analyzed for the year as indicated 
under property, plant and equipment.
The Textile Company
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XII. PAYROLLS
1. Is a time clock system in use:a. For factory workers?
b. For general office workers?
2. If so, are the time cards: a. Prepared and controlled by the pay­roll department, independent of foremen?
b. Punched by the employees in the pres­ence of the foremen or other desig­nated employees?
c. Signed by the foremen at the close of the payroll period?
3. Are piece work production reports (if any) signed by: a. The employees?
b. The foremen?
4. Are time cards and piece work production reports checked to or compared with: a. Production schedules?
b. Payroll distribution?
5. Is the preparation of payroll distributed among a number of employees?
6. Are the duties of those preparing the pay­roll rotated?
7. Are the names of employees hired, re­signed, or discharged reported in writing by the personnel office to the payroll de­partment?
8. Is the payroll checked at regular intervals against the personnel records?
9. Are all wage rates fixed by union contract, or authorized in writing by a designated official or employee?
10. Are vacation and sick-leave paymentssimilarly fixed or authorized?
11. Is there adequate check against paymentsfor vacation, etc., in excess of amounts authorized? Explain. Regular schedule of vacations sent to accounting department by department heads.
12. Is the payroll double-checked as to hours,rates, deductions, extensions, and foot­ings?
X  BC 2/10/49 X  
__ _X_ “ _X______
N A _____________________________________________________________
N A ___________________ __________________________________________
N A ______________________________________________________________
NA
N A ______________________________________________________________
NA
N A _____________________________________________________________
__ _X_ “ _X ______
___X_ " ________ X_ ___
X _ _________“__________ _X_
__ _X  “ _X______
X _ _________“ ___  X_
X _ ________ “___________ X_
X_ _  “___________ X_
X _ ________ “________X _  ___
Answer 
Yes No
Name 
and date
Obser­
vations Tests
Auditor’s verification
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XII. PAYROLLS, Continued
13. Is the payroll signed prior to payment by:a. The employee preparing the payroll?
b. The employee rechecking the payroll ?
c. The factory manager?
14. Are salary payrolls approved by a respon­sible official prior to payment?
15. Are all employees paid by check?
(If partly by check and partly by cash, describe the policy.) Executives and department heads are paid by check monthly while all other employees are paid by cash semi-monthly.16. If paid by check, are the checks pre-num­bered?
17. Are checks drawn and signed by employeeswho do not:a. Prepare the payroll?
b. Have custody of cash funds ?
c. Keep the accounting records?
18. Are payroll disbursements made from aspecial payroll bank account?
19. Is the payroll bank account reconciled byemployees who do not prepare the pay­rolls, sign checks, or handle the pay-offs?
20. If so, does the reconciliation procedure in­clude the comparison of the paid checks with the payroll and the scrutiny of en­dorsements?
21. To the extent that wages are paid in cash:a. Is an independent pay agent (such asarmored car service) employed?
b. Is the currency placed in pay enve­lopes by employees who do not pre­pare the payrolls?
c. Are payroll receipts obtained from em­ployees?
d. Are the workers identified by theirforemen?
e. Are different employees assigned tothe pay-off from time to time with­out prior notice?
22. Are unclaimed wages relatively insignifi­cant? None
23. Is proper control maintained over backpay and unclaimed wages? Back pay held by accounting department.
Auditor’s verification
Answer 
Yes No
__ x_
______ x_
______ x_
______ x_
X
X
X
X_
X_
x_
x_
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Name 
and date
BC 2/10/49
Obser­
vations
_x_
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Tests
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XII. PAYROLLS, Continued Yes
24. Are wages which remain unclaimed for aspecified period redeposited in a bank account and liability set up therefor? NA
25. Are payrolls audited periodically:a. By internal auditors? ___
b. By other designated employees? ___
26. If so, do the auditors:a. Attend occasional pay-offs? NA
b. Cover unclaimed wages? NA
Comment on adequacy of internal control:
Internal control is very poor. The accounting department prepares the payroll, keeps the payroll record, and distributes the payroll. The only check is that the personnel department keeps complete personnel cards on each employee. The personnel de­partment annually compares its cards with the payroll records, but does not foot the payroll record to verify that it agrees, as submitted, with the payroll account in 
the general ledger.
Auditor’s verification
No and date
X  BC 2/10/49 X  
X  “ X
Name Date
Originally prepared by: Bruce Carson Feb. 10 , 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent examination by :
Comment
Answer Name Obser­
vations Tests
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SIGNIFICANT AUDIT PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO PAYROLLS
Payrolls and commissions were audited in detail for the month of 
September, 1949. Personnel records which were under the exclusive 
control of the personnel department were compared in their entirety 
with the September payroll records. All computations and footings 
were checked. The individual employee earnings records for the 
year were totaled and agreed with the related general ledger expense 
accounts and the tax returns filed with governmental authorities. 
Total sales as computed by the commission clerks were reconciled 
to the total sales as submitted by the accounts receivable depart­
ment and computed commissions were checked and compared with 
the authorized rates appearing in the personnel records. We at­
tended and controlled a pay-off during January, 1949, without 
prior notification.
INTERNAL CO NTRO L QUESTIONNAIRE
32
XIII. SUMMARY
1. Summarize below any adverse or other important comments with respect to 
the system of internal control:
The company's system appears to have been set up without much thought having 
been given to internal control. The management is adverse to internal control 
systems and relies on the integrity and accuracy of its employees, most of 
whom have been employed with the company for over 15 years. It was noted, 
however, that in some procedures (e.g., inventory and purchasing) internal 
control was adequate. The glaring weaknesses are a lack of a separate and 
independent cashier's department, the multiplicity of functions performed by 
the accounting department, and the assignment of employees who are relatives 
to jobs where one of them is acting as a check on the other.
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Name Date Comment
Originally prepared by: Albert Brown Feb. 23, 1949 
Reviewed in subsequent 
examination by:
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MEMORANDUM TO CLIENT
At the completion of our audit the partner and the senior in charge 
of the examination reviewed and discussed the system of internal 
control with the treasurer and president of the company. The 
weaknesses in the system were emphasized and suggestions were 
made as to how the system should be revised. The major weak­
nesses and suggestions discussed were made the subject of a separate 
letter addressed to the client shortly after the rendering of our re­
port. This letter, and the memorandum which accompanied it, 
follow.
March 16, 1949
MR. PRESIDENT
The Textile Company
Dear Mr. President:
We are pleased that you were able to spare several hours 
of your time to discuss with us the internal control currently in effect 
at your company. In accordance with our understanding, Mr. 
Brown has prepared a memorandum which outlines briefly our 
thoughts on the subject. Three copies of the memorandum are 
enclosed herewith.
You are aware that our examination of the accounts of 
your company is made by tests and sampling, and the extent of such 
tests and sampling is dependent upon the effectiveness of the internal 
control existing in your organization. As we pointed out to you, 
the internal control must be developed from the highest official level 
and receive supervision and direction from that level.
Very truly yours, 
[Name of Firm]
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GENERAL
1. The general accounting department 
is not completely separated from 
cash receipts and cash disburse­
ments functions.
2. Employees’ bond coverage is in­
adequate.
3. A family relationship exists be­
tween the chief accountant and 
the accounts payable bookkeeper 
and also between a credit execu­
tive and an adjustment depart­
ment employee.
CASH RECEIPTS
1. No list of remittances is prepared 
by mail openers.
2. Cash receipts are not controlled by
pre-numbered receipt books.
3. Bank debit advices are entered
without investigation.
4. Cashier has access to accounts re­
ceivable ledger cards and state­
ments.
Suggestions
All receipts and disbursements 
should be handled through the 
cashier’s department (one person 
to be transferred from account­
ing department to cashier’s de­
partment).
2. Increased coverage on at least
those key employees who handle 
substantial financial transactions 
should be obtained.
3. The accounts payable bookkeeper
and adjustment department em­
ployee should be transferred to 
other duties.
1. As items are too numerous, it would
be impractical for the mail open­
ers to prepare lists. The men 
presently preparing remittance 
slips should be detached from the 
cashier’s department, receive the 
checks from the mail openers and 
prepare remittance slips on all 
receipts. The checks should 
then be forwarded to the cashier 
for deposit, remittance slips on 
accounts receivable to the ac­
counts receivable department, 
and the other remittance slips to 
the accounting department.
2. Prenumbered receipts should be
provided. Salesmen should see 
that customer receives receipt.
3. Chief accountant should investi­
gate before having entry made 
on books. Controller’s approval 
should be secured on all except 
accounts receivable items.
4. Access to accounts receivable rec­
ords should be denied to all 
persons outside of accounts re­
ceivable department.
THE TEXTILE COMPANY 
MEMORANDUM ON INTERNAL CONTROL 
Weaknesses
1.
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MEMORANDUM O N  INTERNAL CO NTRO L, Continued
Weaknesses
CASH DISBURSEMENTS
1. The accounting department draws
all checks, makes all entries, and 
reconciles bank accounts.
2. Treasurer signs checks without ex­
amining vouchers.
3. Checks are returned to accounting
department for mailing.
4. Invoices, etc., are not marked paid.
5. Accounting department controls 
transfers of funds without prior 
official authorization.
PETTY CASH
1. Vouchers are not marked to pre­
clude re-use.
2. Various persons take over petty 
cash when regular custodians are 
out of office.
A CCO U N TS RECEIVABLE
1. Cashier has access to receivable
records.
2. Control is not maintained over cus­
tomers statements until mailed.
3 Approval of credit memos by re­
sponsible official is not required.
Suggestions
1.-4. Cashier's department should be 
expanded to include cash dis­
bursements. Checks should be 
drawn by cashier only on ap­
proved vouchers. Vouchers 
should be marked paid, showing 
date and check number, and 
checks together with vouchers 
sent to treasurer for signature. 
Checks should go to mail depart­
ment and vouchers to accounting 
department. (One person should 
be transferred from accounting 
department to cashier’s depart­
ment, as in Item 1 General.)
5. Cashier’s department should keep 
record of daily bank balances 
and provide treasurer with in­
formation to enable him to direct 
bank transfers.
1. Supporting vouchers should be
stamped “reimbursed” with date 
and check number shown. Con­
troller should check vouchers at 
time of reimbursement and occa­
sionally verify the unexpended 
balance of the fund.
2. One alternate should be designated
to assist each custodian of the 
funds. Funds should be kept 
under lock when neither cus­
todian nor alternate is present.
1. See suggestions under Cash re­
ceipts Item 4.
2. Statements should be controlled
from the time they leave the ac­
counts receivable department 
until they are mailed to avoid 
loss or abstraction.
3. Credits over $200 should be ap­
proved by an official who should 
be designated for that purpose.
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MEMORANDUM O N  INTERNAL CO NTRO L, Continued
Weaknesses
A CCO UNTS RECEIVABLE ( C on tin u ed )
4. Merchandise held by customers 
pending shipping instructions, on 
which credit was allowed, is not 
controlled by perpetual inven­
tory records.
INVENTORIES
1. Stationery and merchandise sec­
onds are not controlled by inven­
tory records.
FIXED ASSETS
1. No control records are maintained.
2. No inventory of physical assets is
made and items are not identified 
at purchase.
3. Retirements are not approved by
an official.
ACCO UNTS PAYABLE
See Cash Disbursements section.
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL STO CK
1. Accounting department has access 
to bond and stock records, in­
cluding unissued certificates.
SALES
1. Total monthly sales as computed 
by the accounts receivable de­
partment and commission com­
putation department are not 
compared by any one indepen­
dent of the two departments.
Suggestions
4. A section of the perpetual inven­
tory record should be established 
to control such merchandise.
1. Perpetual inventory records should 
be established on seconds, etc., 
but not on stationery. These 
perpetual records need not be as 
extensive as on regular items, 
and such goods, being in the 
same general price range, may be 
grouped on one inventory card.
1.-3. A physical inventory should be 
taken of assets, each item tagged, 
and appropriate control records 
established. New purchases 
should be tagged and controlled 
similarly. Retirements and dis­
posals should be approved by an 
official in writing, one copy of 
such approval going to account­
ing department for follow-up on 
cash received or credit allowed.
See Cash Disbursements section.
1. All capital stock and bond records, 
including canceled and unissued 
certificates and bonds should be 
placed under the control of the 
treasurer.
1. Chief accountant should compare 
the two computations.
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MEMORANDUM O N  INTERNAL CO NTRO L. Continued
Weaknesses
PURCHASES AND EXPENSES
1. No fixed accounting policy has been 
established regarding distribu­
tion of invoices.
PAYROLLS
1. All control of payrolls is in account­
ing department.
Suggestions
1. Controller should instruct account­
ing department as to distribution 
of invoices and follow-up for a 
while.
1. Accounting department should 
maintain all payroll records and 
submit approved pay list to 
cashier for payment.
Personnel department should 
notify cashier as well as account­
ing department of all pay 
changes. Cashier should check 
changes in accounting depart­
ment’s pay list.
